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Market Update:  Oil is  gaining traction Monday with the S&P 500 Energy index leading other sectors

trading. European markets were mostly higher propelled by gains of car manufacturers. 

Exports  from Singapore  declined  in  March the  most  since  February 2013.  The biggest  fall  was in  the

Singapore delivery to the European Union 39.1%, followed by China 14% and the U.S. 6.2%. Non-oil direct

exports fell 15.6% in the 12 months to March. The Asian country has also taken a “neutral” stance as form

of monetary and dollar currency easing. 

In politics, the U.S. presidential campaign has drawn preliminary ballot to about 2.5% difference running

between democrats  Hilary Clinton and Bernie Sanders.  Meanwhile,  Brazilian President  Dilma Rousseff

received the majority political vote Monday to be impeached and next is the Latin country’s Senate vote.

International Monetary Fund: Today sudden pull-back of capital flows could foster further “downside

risks to the global economic outlook and a more generalized slowdown,” according to the International

Monetary  and  Financial  Committee  (IMFC).  European  bankers  and  policymakers  are  convinced  about

already granted confidence for more fiscal stimulus and structural reforms in Europe, Japan and China.

Stocks to Watch: American Century Utilities Inv (BULIX) surged 14.38% to $18.21 year to date as of April

15 making the mutual fund one of the top performers in the first quarter. The fund returned 16.7% during the

quarter. BULIX uses qualitative and quantitative management techniques to invest the major portion of its

assets in equities related to the utility industry. 

The fund’s annual expense ratio of 0.67% is lower than the category average of 1.25%.

CH Robinson Worldwide  Inc  (CHRW) gained  19.8% to  $74.24 year  to  date  as  of  April  15  alongside

transportation companies that fared much better than the S&P 500 stock market during the first quarter. The

freight and logistics provider posted quarterly cash dividend of 43 cents, but the stock could begin sliding

after three executives sold insider shares in early February.

CHRW reported 2015 revenue rise of 0.07% to $13.48 billion,  and diluted earnings per share of $3.51

compared with $3.05 per share a year ago. Corporate insiders reacted via contrarian approach to the good

news, well received by the market.

Extra Space Storage Inc (EXR), Medical Properties Trust Inc (MPW) and Public Storage (PSA) are expected

to raise dividends in May. These REITs performed well year to date, gaining 2.01%, 16.42% and 8.47%,

respectively.  

JD.com Inc (JD), the China-based direct and third-party online retailer,  picked up from a 52-week low

trading now at $23.99, an 11.14% premium over the past three months but down 9.19% to date. JD offers

electronics, home appliances, and books among many other goods, advertising and e-payment as well.

Imagination Technologies Group plc (IMG:LN) advanced 29.09% to 171 British pounds (US$243) as of

April 18, since the U.K. semiconductor company reportedly said its minority shareholder Apple Inc (AAPL)

was planning to boost ownership in IMG. The tech giant currently holds 8.4% of IMG that has a market

value of 474.57 million pounds ($673 million) as of April 15.

Investing further in IMG would mean that Apple could optimize the efficiency and power consumption of its

devices to perfection levels. In April 2008 Apple acquired processor maker PA Semi for $278 million, before



buying thirty-two patents from Strands Inc, a digital banking and retail software provider, in October 2011.

Apple also acquired search engine Chomp Inc in February 2012.

LG  Electronics  Inc  (066570:KS)  surged  18.77%  to  6,390  Kwon  (US$6.20)  to  date  since  the  Korean

electronics manufacturer agreed with Bang & Olufsen AS (BO:DC) to produce televisions together, while

the Danish maker of high-end hi-fi systems remains in talks to be bought by an unnamed suitor.

Macy’s Inc’s (M) stock is responding to investors’ walking out indiscriminately. The negative sentiment has

to do with fears that Internet retail will be the death of traditional shops. In this case, the department stores

retailer has seen its stock price fall 40% in the past one year based on its April 15 closing price.

Macy’s remains profitable and reliable both for value and income investors. The company might unlock its

value by forming a real estate investment trust. In light of benefits, Macy’s recently announced a $1.5 billion

addition to its stock buyback authorization, and the intention to raise its dividend by 5%. 

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (SSNLF) reportedly agreed with partner Apple to sell  light-emitting diode

screen displays for Apple’s new 9.7 iPad Pro to be launched in 2017 and the wrist watches too. Amid very

fierce competition between the two companies, Apple was earlier shifting processor production to Taiwan

Semiconductor Manufacturing Ltd (TSM). Samsung shares jumped 2.44% to $1050 year to date. 

United  Continental  Holdings  Inc  (UAL)  dropped 1.05% to  $56.70 to  date,  and  the  airliner  decided  to

increase the wages of certain employees about 30%. Last year the company outsourced most of the services

that now the workers will be hired over the next five years and in addition paid $100 million in lumps.

Volkswagen AG (VOW:GR) is offering bigger discounts in Germany to attract home market customers,

particularly with regard to used cars trade. Discounts were announced of up to 1,681 euro ($1903) in April

and May. The catch-up move comes after the automaker admitted using software to allow diesel vehicles to

cheat emissions tests.

Futures: Mutual fund Angel Oak Flexible Income C (AFLCX) that holds banking groups and long-term

futures contracts has slid 7.23% to $9.15 year to date as of April 15. The fund headquartered in Atlanta,

Georgia, manages $204.99 million in assets.

Third Point LLC, the investment manager based in New York, disclosed an equity portfolio valued at some

$9.86 billion at the end of the fourth quarter of 2015. The portfolio is mainly invested in health care 53%,

materials 17% and consumer discretionary 11% stocks. 

The  hedge  fund’s  top  holdings  are  medical  devices  provider  Baxter  International  Inc  (BAX),  drug

developers Allergan Plc (AGN) and Amgen Inc (AMGN), although the fund reduced AMGN’s position by

9% recently.

Nordic Region: Never going out of style, in developed nations bond sensitive industries are expected to

grow, such as road and rail infrastructure,  building materials,  ship and crafts building, while demand is

temporarily slowing in the steel and mining sectors.

The OMX Stockholm 30 Index (OMX:IND) consists of thirty most actively traded stocks on the Stockholm

Stock Exchange and is  a price market-value-weighted exchange.  The index trades in  equities,  premium

bonds, retail bonds, convertible loans, subscription rights, exchange-traded options and warrants.

The composition of the OMXS30 index is revised twice a year. The index was developed with a base level

of 125 as of September 30, 1986. Effective on April 27, 1998 there was a 4-1 split of the index value. 



Holdings include top apparel  retailer  Hennes & Mauritz  AB (HMB:SS),  telecom provider Telia Co AB

(TLSN:SW) and vehicles maker Volvo AB (VOLVB:SS), in addition to communications, construction and

engineering, diversified banks, energy, industrials, paper products makers, pharmaceuticals, and software.

The main securities market in Sweden, the Stockholm Stock Exchange was founded in 1863. In 1997 it

joined the NOREX alliance, a group that also includes the stock exchanges of Oslo, Copenhagen and Iceland

as part of an effort for the Nordic exchanges to attract greater international investment through a common

trading platform and streamlined regulations.

In 1998 the Stockholm Stock Exchange merged with financial services firm OMX AB. In 2007 it changed

its name to OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm AB. At the time of this writing, it is held by the Nordic

division of NASDAQ OMX, the world's largest exchange holding company. 

Helsinki Stock Exchange in Finland is part of OMX since September 2003, tracking the status and changes

in the market. The OMX Helsinki Index (OMX:IND) includes all the shares listed on the Helsinki Stock

Exchange. The benchmark is broken down using international bidding measures as of February 1, 2012. The

index was developed with a base level of 1,000 as of December 28, 1990.

Oslo Stock Exchange in Norway is developed on the base value of 100 as of December 29, 1995. The all-

share index (OSEAX:IND) abides to global industry grading across sectors. The HEX 25 exchange lists the

25 most liquid companies with local securities.

Euronext NV (ENX:FP), also known as Euronext Amsterdam, was formed in 2000 when equities trading in

the capital city of Netherlands merged with the Brussels Stock Exchange and the Paris Stock Exchange.

Predecessor named Amsterdam Stock Exchange was established in 1602 by the Dutch East India Co.

The Amsterdam Midkap Index (AMX:IND) was adjusted to the Dutch Guilder fixing rate. The new value as

of April 1, 1999 was 646.61 due to euro conversion. 

The AEX-Index (AEX:IND) is a free-float adjusted market capitalization weighted index of the leading

publicly-traded Dutch stocks. The index was adjusted to the Dutch Guilder fixing rate. The new value as of

April 1, 1999 was 538.36 after conversion.

The Copenhagen Stock Exchange is an international marketplace for Danish securities, including shares,

bonds, treasury bills and notes, and futures and options. CSE is one of the OMX exchanges, which was

founded in 2003 and since February 2008, is part of the NASDAQ OMX Group.

The exchange was converted to a limited company in 1996 with share capital issued in a ratio of 60-20-20 to

members, issuers of shares and issuers of bonds, respectively.

OMXC20 Index (KFX:IND) is a weighted and market value bourse that comprises twenty Danish blue chips

launched for futures and options trading. Among members is A.P. Moller-Maersk Group (MAERSKB:DC),

the diverse industrial business company offering transportation services, oil and gas drilling as well. 

The KFX Index is focused on growth companies in the medical, telecommunications, biotechnology, and

information technology sectors.  This all-share index was introduced in 2001, and since complying with

global  industry  classification  standards  as  outlined  by  Morgan  Stanley  (MS)  and  Standard  &  Poor's

Financial Services LLC. 



The composition of KFX is revised twice a year. The base date for this index is July 3, 1989, with a base

value of 100.

Nordic Gains: The OMXS30 index dropped 2.1 points or 0.15% to 1381.90 Monday, April 18. The index

lost 273.8 points or 16.54% during the last 12 months from 1,655.72 points in April of 2015. Historically,

OMXS30 reached all time high of 1719.93 in April 2015 and record low of 98.86 in November 1987.

Euronex NV last edged up 0.54% or 51 euro cents to 37.11 euro Monday, but still down -21.52% to date to

in France. Meanwhile, the AEX-Index gained 2.03% to 450.81 points to date but the Amsterdam Midkap

benchmark lost 2.50% to 680.59 points. 

Finland HEX25 Index increased 17 points or 0.54% to 3193 on Monday sequentially, and Norway OSEAX

gained 0.110 points or 0.02% to 635.91.  On the downside, the Oslo all-share index fell 2.01% to 635.91 to

date while the OMX Helsinki index lost 6.30 to 8054 points in the same period. 

Historically, the Norway OSEAX reached an all time high of 696.43 in July of 2015 and a record low of
14.84 in January of 1983. The OMX Helsinki 25 Index reached an all time high of 3647.13 in April of 2015
and a record low of 1771.61 in September of 2011.

Denmark’s OMX Copenhagen 20 Index – KFX increased 5.05 points or 0.53% to 961.05 on Monday April

18 sequentially. The exchange has fallen 5.24% year to date, with seven of its members losing ground, but

climbed 0.49% on the month. In the past twelve months the index lost 0.72% or 6.866 points from 967.92

points in April of 2015.

Historically, KFX reached an all time high of 1039.70 in August of 2015 and a record low of  record low of

337.12 in August of 2011. In comparison, the OMX Copenhagen Index touched an all-time low of 169

points in March 2003. 

The latter has lost 37 points since the beginning of the year. Its all-time high of 1040 points was recorded in

August 2015. The Danish benchmark in the past 52 weeks ranged from 822 to 1040 points in value.


